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Chinese surveillance society [1] offers a chilling vision of a society I never want to live in.
Just as Apple differentiates itself [2] clearly from Google and Facebook by saying we will never sell your data (you
aren't the product), I think Western democracies ought to clearly differentiate themselves from China.
Currently we're heading towards a local optima that will look more and more like China. Because of certain problems
(paedophiles, drug dealers, terrorists), government wants weak encryption. Then in large part because of weak
encryption, we can't use Chinese components in our networks [3].
Well, the truth is that paedophiles/drug dealers/terrorists will all wake up to the fact that comms on common services
can be intercepted, and will use their own encryption (routed over TOR or similar, so you can't tell who the endpoints
are). Phantom Secure is evidence that this horse has already bolted[4]. Though I guess you might make any private
encryption technology illegal? Why not?!!
The net result being that only people with "nothing to hide" will be using services that you can surveil.
Thinking more broadly, if drugs such as marijuana and MDMA were legal, then probably 95% of the so-called
encryption problem goes away. And lots of other problems as well... Count on certain relatively benign recreational
drugs being legalized soon after self-driving cars become common.
And then I'd argue that you catch the paedophiles and terrorists with creative policing[5]. You don't absolutely need this
kind of legislation to then get into their phones [6].
In summary, a much better approach would be to support strong encryption (the global optimum), and say clearly we
don't want to follow China. With strong encyption right across our telecomms networks, we'd be able to source
equipment from Huwaie and ZTE ... Of course, there's the additional concern that the Chinese could stop packet
transmission entirely (ie a kill switch), or make it unreliable, but that's a different problem to "they might read our
stuff".
The real concern would then be any laptop server[7] or phone made in China (ie most of them) - the terminal devices
where stuff must be decrypted for the user to see.
Of course, the problem is that embracing "strong encryption" is anathema to the received wisdom from the rest of the
Five Eyes [8], and you need to take a broader perspective to realise it is the right choice for an open society.
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